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Data Carpentry 
In many domains of research the rapid generation of large amounts of data is fundamentally changing 
how research is done. The deluge of data presents great opportunities, but also many challenges in 
managing, analyzing and sharing data. Data Carpentry (DC) is a method to teach basic concepts, skills 
and tools for working more effectively with data. Data carpentry courses and materials are developed 
collaboratively in much the same way that open source software is: open, freely available en 
continuously improving. 
 

Objectives and audience 
The hackaton is a small-scale, two day event during which new Data Carpentry course material is 
written, and existing material may be improved or updated, again in much the same way as a software 
hackaton or codefest. The leading theme for the current hackaton will be genomics. We invite all 
domain experts with an interest in teaching computational skills, and especially encourage those who 
already provide training in data handling, and who are willing to share and adapt their materials for use 
within a wider community. We use GitHub to organize ideas and store the materials being developed 
during the workshop. If you don't already have one, please create a GitHub account. It's free and only 
takes a few seconds. To participate in the hackaton, it is very useful if you are familiar with Git, but if you 
are not, you can make use of GitHub's web interface. 
 
 

Programme and format 
 
By nature, hackathons are relatively unstructured and informal events. After a brief introduction to the 
Carpentry model and overview of existing materals, participants self-organize in teams centered around 
shared interests. At the beginning of the first day, participants will be encouraged to briefly present their 
idea(s) for projects they would like to work on. Depending on interests and ideas that overlap or 
intersect, teams will form to work on some of these selected ideas. At the beginning of the second day, 
a representative of each team will report on their project. To best prepare for the hackathon, it is a good 
idea to come with an idea of the kind of project you would like to work on. By opening an issue in the 
Data Carpentry Repository, you will let other people know of your ideas before the meeting. This will 
facilitate collaborations during the hackathon. Feel free to let people know that you are interested to 
work with them on a topic they proposed, or offer suggestions to their ideas. As an example you can find 
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the results of the previous hackaton in Finland (March 2015) here: http://elixir-uk.org/node-
events/data-carpentry-hackathon-and-workshop-at-elixir-finland. We will build on this during the 
Netherlands hackaton. 
 

Registration 
There is a maximum of 15 participants. Participation is free of charge. For participants from ELIXIR nodes  
travel and accommodation costs are covered by the ELIXIR program.  Partipants are expected to bring 
their own laptop. Please send an email to Aleksandra Pawlik (a.pawlik@software.ac.uk) if you are 
interested in participating. 
 

ELIXIR   
The hackaton is supported by the ELIXIR programme (http://www.elixir-europe.org/).   
ELIXIR is a European initiative to build a distributed infrastructure for biological information, supporting life 
science research and its translation to medicine, agriculture, bioindustries and society.  ELIXIR will provide the 
facilities necessary for life science researchers - from bench biologists to cheminformaticians - to make the 
most of our rapidly growing store of information about living systems. 
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